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When it comes to religion, “choose one” is no longer your only option. You can be spiritual-but-
not-religious—or not particularly religious at all—yet still have a robust system of beliefs and
values that guides you. Creating your own set of eclectic spiritual practices is not a sign that you
are a faith-less person but rather a faith-ful person responding with honesty to an increasingly
expanding world. If religiously attending church isn’t helping you live out your values in everyday
ways, becoming relig-ish may be the answer!Rachelle Mee-Chapman’s new book Relig-ish will
help you:—Create a set of spiritual practices that fit into your daily life and honor the things you
value most.—Develop right-fit spiritual practices for yourself and your family outside of going to
church.—Shake off harmful religious messages and embrace truths that won’t damage yourself
or your soul.—Build bridges towards your religious family members by identifying the common
values that are the bedrock beneath your beliefs.—Discover that your soul is not at risk and you
are not lost in your wondering, wandering post-church world.

"Reading Relig-ish is like sitting down with a sage friend. Rachelle Mee-Chapman has taken the
conversation about being spiritual-but-not-religious to a refreshing new perspective. She helps
wayward-formerly-churched souls determine how to create spiritual practices that are a right-fit
and authentic. Relig-ish is for those of us who didn't really lose our way after we stepped away
from institutionalized faith ... we just wandered into a great big wilderness full of mystery. Relig-
ish is a helpful guide to have for the journey." --Pam Hogeweide, mixed-media artist, blogger and
author of Unladylike"Rachelle Mee-Chapman is a spiritual soul sister. Whether you're dealing
with a case of post-traumatic church syndrome or looking for your own tribe, Relig-ish will help
guide you along the way." --Reba Riley, author of Post-Traumatic Church Syndrome --This text
refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorOnce upon a time Rachelle Mee-Chapman was
an ordained minister. When the "faith of her fathers" started pinching around the middle, she
made a shift. Her theme of "care for creative souls" touches everything she does, including
mentoring clients who identify as formerly churched, spiritual but not religious, or [omitted who
are just] creatively soulful. In 2009 Rachelle began hosting Flock, an online community to create
right-fit spiritual practices rooted in their collective history, authentic to who they are today, and
creative enough to grow with the members. --This text refers to the paperback edition.
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Lana Phillips, “Love to You, Rachelle!. I have been out of church for a really long time, and I've
been wondering if I can bring myself to go back just for the community, rituals, and rhythms of a
church. Reading this book made me realize that I can create some form of community even if it's
one like-minded soul, I can even use parts of rituals that have fed me or parts of everyday life to
create rituals of living. The Flock community is a very special one that Rachelle has gathered
over the past several years where she teaches these concepts in more depth. I haven't taken
advantage of Flock like I wish I could, but it might be a right-fit spiritual practice for some of you
reading this right now.Rachelle definitely practices what she teaches, and she has touched
many lives with her work. Hopefully this book will do the same.”

jenlemen, “Good medicine if you're seeking grounded practice without religion or dogma. This is
a grounding handbook for anyone who needs a gentle guide out of the dogma of religion into the
freedom of spiritual discovery--especially when the thought of doing so fills you with fear of
judgment, a common hangover for the formerly very religious. This book is for those who don't
want to throw the baby out with the bath water when it comes to living a life rich in sacred
mindfulness and the kind of rhythm and ritual that honors the soul with bowing to the confines of
patriarchal religion. A must read for seekers and lovers of a soulful life.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Even a minister liked it!. I thought the book was incredibly insightful. I am
an ordained minister, who serves in a denomination that does not have creeds as a test of
membership. However, I do find that most people function based on what the think they ought to
believe rather than what they really value. I shared some ideas from the book with a group of
millennials I met with last night. It resonated with them in big ways.It's a quick, pleasant read that
has affirmed many of the things I've been thinking for years.”

Nancy L. Benham, “Very helpful. I liked this book a lot! Easy to read. Helpful suggestions for
moving forward after faith shifting. I liked the exercises to find your deep values and incorporate
them into your everyday life. Thanks Rachelle!”

HappyCamper, “Rachelle thoughts on spiritual living have positively affected the life .... Rachelle
thoughts on spiritual living have positively affected the life of my family in to many ways to count.”

Sandra Barbour, “How to Leave the Church 101. Excellent book for those who have left the
church (whatever 'church' it is) but still want to maintain a religious lifestyle. This book gives all
the practical tools for developing an inclusive, non-judgmental perspective of the world - and the
people in it - rather than ideology surrounding some pre-determined set of ideas, rules and
regulations. Rachelle Mee-CHapman speaks of personal integrity and personal values as the
criteria for following a Divine plan for your life. She doesn't sugar-coat her ideas and speaks



eloquently to theconfusion and uncertainty a person can experience when leaving behind a
doctrine previously embraced.This is a must read for anyone who is searching for spirituality that
fully embraces their own lifestyle, ethics and goals for a more fulfilling life.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.3. 10 people have provided feedback.
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